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 True Innovation in Guitar and Bass MakingA



Precision
Performance

Playability

Everything you’ve ever dreamed of in a guitar or bass.
         There are three principles behind our new Ibanez Prestige line: 
    Precision, Performance and Playability.  The combination of high tech 
    manufacturing techniques with old world Japanese craftsmanship, true innovation in
    design and construction, and the incorporation of ideas and suggestions from musicians
      from around the world are the cornerstones of the Prestige production process.

Precision
         High tech manufacturing techniques allow the highest levels of precision 
    and ensure the tightest tolerances in wood work, paint and hardware,
    design and construction. 
Performance
         Ibanez guitars have always been known for their high 
    performance fast necks, optimized pickups and electronics 
    and advanced bridges andhardware. With Prestige, 
    all of these components are continually tweaked and 
           taken to the cutting edge.

Playability
         All of this means nothing without supreme 
    playability. Years of research and testing out 
    in the field with artists all over the world 
         helped us develop three distinctively 
     unique high performance neck shapes for 
     electric guitar and one for bass. 
         In the Prestige line, there is now a perfect 
    neck shape for every type of player. The Super 
    Wizard HP, Wizard HP and ULTRA HP for 
         guitar and ATLAS HP neck for bass.



              orged in the fires of ‘80s metal,
    these high-performance machines are built with
    speed and strength in mind. All are precision-crafted,       
        with mahogany or basswood bodies and the 
        right choice of electronics to provide the perfect 
        balance of crushing lows and singing highs.

RG Prestige Fixed Bridge models are now also available in 2010 

RG4570ZHBK 
I 5pc Ultra HP Prestige Maple/Walnut neck    with KTS™ TITANIUM Reinforcement I Flamed Maple top/Mahogany body I Edge-Zero bridge with ZPS3 I DiMarzio® Air Norton™ 
(H) neck pu I DiMarzio® True Velvet™ (S) mid pu    I DiMarzio® Tone Zone® (H) bridge pu I Hardware color: Cosmo Black I Scale: 648mm/25.5” I Color: HBK (Himalayan Black)
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RGD2127Z ISH 
I 5pc Wizard-7 Prestige Maple/Walnut neck with KTS™ TITANIUM Reinforcement I Basswood body I Edge-Zero 7 bridge      with ZPS3 I V77 Custom (H) neck pu I V87 Custom (H) bridge pu I Hardware color: Cosmo Black 
I Scale: 672mm/26.5” I Factory tuning: 1D, 2A, 3F, 4C, 5G, 6D, 7A I String gauge: .010/.013/.017/.026/.036/.046     /.054 I Color: ISH (Invisible Shadow)

           hese precision metal beasts, 
   which include both 6- and 7-string models, 
   are actually designed for down-tuning. Every RGD is 
       factory tuned down a whole step for the most lumbering, 
       growling metal and fitted with the optimum scale neck 
       to allow for both speed and clear articulation at low tunings.  
  The sharp-shaped RGD body achieves good balance and 
               easier access to high frets for low-slung players.
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          hese prestige guitars project power, sustain 
           and beauty and offer nearly unlimited tonal possibilities.  
     Arched topped, comfortably-contoured mahogany bodies 
     allow players to knock down heavy riffs and  power chords, 
           with more freedom to move onstage. 
     Now available in both fixed bridge and double-locking 
           tremolo models.

RGA420ZDSH 
I 5pc Wizard HP Prestige Maple/Walnut neck I Flamed Maple top/Mahogany body I Edge-Zero bridge with ZPS3 I LZ4-N (H) 
neck pu I LZ4-B (H) bridge pu I Hardware color: Cosmo Black I Scale: 648mm/25.5” I Color: DSH (Devil’s Shadow)
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         erious versatility, supreme comfort and singing 
mahogany sustain without the weight typical of standard 
                 mahogany guitars define the S Prestige.
The beautifully contoured original Ibanez shape, combined 
with the ZR-2 tremolo system, produces warm resonant 
tones from a super thin mahogany body.

S5470FRVK 
I 5pc Super Wizard HP Prestige Maple/Walnut neck with KTS™ TITANIUM Reinforcement I Flamed Maple top/Mahogany     body I ZR-2 bridge with ZPS3 I HGD1 (H) neck pu 
I ST2 (S) middle pu I HGD2 (H) bridge pu I Hardware color: Cosmo Black I Scale: 648mm/25.5” I Color: RVK (Red Viking)
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            his is the S-shaped guitar for players who prefer 
the simplicity of a non-locking tremolo. 
    The SV was created to satisfy the professional player who 
wants the vast versatility of the SynchroniZR non-locking 
tremolo combined with the Tru-Duo™ pickup system which 
provides genuine humbucking and single coil tones.

SV5470FNBL 
I 5pc Wizard HP Prestige Maple/Walnut neck I Flamed Maple top/Mahogany body I SynchroniZR bridge with ZPS-FX I TDB2 (H) neck pu     I ST2 (S) mid pu I TDB3 (H) brdige pu I Hardware color: Cosmo Black I Scale: 648mm/25.5” I Color: NBL (Natural Blue)
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                       he FR first appeared in 2008. 
With a simple and uncompromising design, the FR is a 
chameleon when it comes to musical genres, the perfect 
choice for session players and other artists who desire to 
command a wide range of styles.
        The ash body brings more punch to the midrange tones,
        while the Tight-End bridge provides maximum
        string vibration and playing comfort.

FR1620BK 
I 5pc Wizard HP Prestige Maple/Walnut neck I Ash body     I Tight-End bridge I CCR1 (H) neck pu I CCR2 (H) bridge pu I Hardware color: Chrome I Scale: 648mm/25.5” I Color: BK 
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        he Artist is a classic among Ibanez guitars, 
  the first real alternative to the standard mahogany body 
  double humbucker. It was one of the first original designs 
  produced by Ibanez and continues to be a much sought 
        after guitar. The Prestige AR300RE Handcrafted 
        Reissue continues that legacy with pride and features 
        the same neck and body feel of the famous originals.

AR300RECS 
I 3pc AR Prestige Maple set-in neck I Flamed Maple top/Mahogany body I Gibraltar 08 bridge with Sustain Block I Quik Change     08 tailpiece I Super 58 (H) neck pu 
I Super 58 (H) bridge pu I Hardware color: Gold I Scale: 628mm/24.75” I Color: CS (Cherry Sunburst)
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       his is the pinnacle of playing comfort, 
           smart design and Japanese craftsmanship.  
     SR Prestige basses feature the Mono-Rail bridge 
     design, the newly developed Power Curve III EQ for   
     vitalizing the low-end and midrange tones, 
           and the same classic, easy playing slim neck that has 
           become an industry standard.

SR5000EOL 
I 5pc Atlas-4 HP Prestige Wenge/Bubinga neck with KTS™ TITANIUM Reinforcement I BLACK TUSQ XL® NUT I Wenge/Mahogany/Wenge body I MR-4 bridge (19mm string spacing) 
I USA Bartolini® Custom neck pu I USA Bartolini® Custom bridge pu I PWC III 3-band eq I Elixir® strings I Hardware color: Gold I Scale: 864mm/34” I Color: OL (Oil)
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